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We consider the server algorithm, called HARMONIC, that always moves the servers with 
probabilities proportional to the inverses of distances to the request point. We show that for two 
servers HARMONIC is 3-competitive. Before it was only known that the competitiveness constant 
of this algorithm is between 3 and 6. 
1. Introduction 
The k-server problem is defined as follows: Let M be a metric space in which we have 
k servers that can occupy and move between points of M. At each time step we are 
given a request point REM, and we have to move one of our servers to r to “serve” the 
request. Our goal is to minimize the total distance traveled by our servers. The 
problem is that the requests must be served on-line, that is, without the knowledge 
about future requests. 
Given such an on-line server algorithm -c4, let co~t~~((K, p) be the total cost of d on 
request sequence pgM* starting from initial configuration KeMk, and cos&,,(K, p) 
the cost of the corresponding optimal schedule. For randomized algorithms, the 
expected cost is denoted by E [cost,d((K, p)]. Then ic4 is called c-competitive if for each 
initial configuration K we have 
SUP {ECcost,&, P)l--c.co%,,W, P,} < a. 
ptM” 
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In other words, for any initial configuration K, the cost of our algorithm & on each 
request sequence p is at most c times the optimum cost of serving p from K, plus some 
additive constant independent of p. 
We briefly review the history of the problem. Manasse et al. [7] proved that 
there are no k-server c-competitive algorithms for c< k in any metric space with 
at least k+ 1 points. The problem of whether there is an on-line algorithm that 
achieves c= k for each k, is open. The famous “k-server conjecture” from [7] 
states that this is indeed true. Up to now, it has been proven only for k=2 in [7]. 
Another 2-competitive algorithm for two servers was given in [2]. Fiat et al. [S] 
proved that for each k there is a c-competitive algorithm, but their constant was much 
greater than k. 
Let Si denote the ith server. (By a slight abuse of notation, we shall use the same 
notation for a server as for the point in M where that server is located; thus, siEM.) To 
shorten our notation, we shall write xy to denote the distance between any two points 
x, REM. In this paper we consider the following algorithm. 
Algorithm HARMONIC: Given a request at point r, move si to r with probability 
- 
Pi= 
Si r 
‘+L+ . . . +’ 
slr s2r skr 
Thus, HARMONIC moves a server to the request with probability proportional to 
the inverse of its distance to the request point. Therefore, the servers that are closer to 
the request point are more likely to serve the request. The harmonic algorithm is an 
example of a memoryless algorithm, whose decision of which server to move depends 
only on the current configuration of the servers. Because of its simplicity and low 
computational complexity, HARMONIC has attracted a lot of attention. 
Raghavan and Snir [S] proved that HARMONIC has competitiveness constant 
between 3 and 6 for two servers. For k = 3 Berman et al. [l] proved that HARMONIC 
is competitive. They also conjectured that for k servers the constant is k(k+ 1)/2. 
Recently, Grove [6] proved that HARMONIC is c,-competitive for each k, but his 
constant ck is a very large and rapidly growing function of k. 
In this paper we give a complete analysis of HARMONIC for k = 2, by proving that 
its competitiveness constant is equal to 3. This settles the Berman-Karloff-Tardos 
conjecture [I] in the case k=2. 
Theorem 1.1. HARMONIC is 3-competitioefor two servers. 
For brevity, we will write cost,* to denote costHARMONIC, the cost function of 
HARMONIC. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We picture the behavior of any server algorithm d as a game between d’s 
servers, sl, s2 (which we refer to as “our” servers) and an adversary’s servers, a, 
and a2. 
Initially, the adversary’s servers are on the same positions as our servers. The 
adversary is allowed to create requests and serve them with its own servers trying to 
force the ratio co~t,d/cost,~, to be as large as possible. In the proofs we show that on 
each sequence of requests p, and independently of the adversary’s behavior, the 
inequality 
E[costj#, P)]Q3~cost,d,(K, P)S@(KO) 
always holds, where K” is the initial configuration of the servers, and the function @ is 
as defined below. This implies that the algorithm is 3-competitive, since one possible 
adversary’s computation will correspond to the optimal schedule on p. 
The proofs are based on the so-called potential technique, used often in the analysis 
of dynamic data structures. We define a function @, called a potential that maps all 
possible states, from some state set, into the nonnegative reals R+. (Each state will 
include at least the positions of the servers, ours and the adversary’s.) In the initial 
configuration @ depends only on the set of k points on which the servers (ours and the 
adversary’s) are located. 
The game consists of a number of rounds, each consisting of one adversary move 
and one algorithm move. The adversary moves a single server and puts the request on 
the position of this server. Then one of our servers, designated by the algorithm, 
moves to the request point. It is not hard to see that these rules lead to no loss of 
generality. Our proof is based on the following lemma, which can be proven by simple 
summation over the whole sequence of requests. From now on, for simplicity, we will 
omit the parameter p (the request sequence) in our notation, if it is understood from 
the context. 
Lemma 2.1. Let .d be any randomized algorithm. Let @ be any potential taking values 
in R’. Let A@, Acostad,, and Acost,& denote, respectively, the changes of the potential, 
the adversary’s cost and our cost in the current round. Suppose that for each round 
(1) f the adversary moves, then 
A@dc. Acos&, 
(2) and if our algorithm moves, then 
E[A@]< -EIAcost,d]. 
Then E[cost~d] d c. costad” + Go, where Q. is the initial value of the potential function. 
Consequently, d is c-competitive. 
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3. The proof of 3-competitiveness 
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Note that for two servers the probability of serving the request on r with si becomes 
pi=sjr/(s1r+s2r), where sj is the other server, i.e. j#i. 
The potential. The potential function we use in the proof is defined as follows. 
Given a configuration of all servers, ours and the adversary’s, we allow the adversary 
to make an arbitrary sequence of lazy calls (a lazy call is a request on a position where 
the adversary already has a server) until our servers are matched with the adversary’s 
servers - the potential is defined as the maximum expected cost of our algorithm, over 
all such sequences of lazy calls. 
Note now that the adversary has, essentially, only two possible such sequences of 
calls, depending upon which server made the first call. It is because after one 
adversary’s server is already covered, he can make only one lazy call on the other 
server. As mentioned before, we assume that at every move the adversary moves only 
one server and puts the request on this server. This assumption will allow us to define 
the potential without using the maximum, and consequently, simplify the proofs. 
We can assume that a, #a2, since it can be easily shown to be senseless for the 
adversary to ever move his two servers to the same point, and, for a constant initial 
cost, we can assume that they are distinct from the beginning. 
(PO) If our servers match the adversary’s servers, then 
@=O. 
(Pl) If one adversary server is matched with one of our servers, say a, = sl, then 
d,_2.a2s2.(2.als2+ala2) 
als2+ala2+a2s2 
(P2) If no adversary server is matched with any of our servers, let a, be the 
adversary server which most recently moved (and thus the adversary is about to put 
the request on a,). Then 
@= 
2 
[ 
alsl.a,s2+ 
a,s2.a2s2.(2.a,sZ+a,a2) 
alsl+als2 a,sa+a,a2+a2sz 
+alsl~a2sl~(2~alsl+ala2) 
alsl +ala2+a2sl I. 
We note that (PO) is the special case of (Pl) where s2 =a2, and that (Pl) is the special 
case of (P2) where s1 =al. Note also that if the indices 1 and 2 in (P2) are exchanged, 
and then s1 is set equal to a,, the formula again simplifies to (Pl). 
These observations give the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. @ is a continuous function of the server positions. 
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Note that (P2) is symmetric under exchange of s1 and s2, although not under 
exchange of a, and a,. 
Our server moves. Now we will analyze the change of the potential when our server 
serves the request. With elementary calculations one can readily verify that the 
formulas for @ above are indeed equal to the expected cost of our servers on the 
sequence of lazy calls, when the first call is on a2 in case (Pl), and on a, in case (P2). 
Then the following lemma follows easily from the definition of the potential, by 
straightforward calculations. 
Lemma 3.2. When HARMONIC serves the request, then we have 
E [A@] d - E [AcostX]. 
The adversary moves. Now we will prove that the first hypothesis of Lemma 2.1 is 
also true. This part is much harder and requires rather tedious calculations. 
Lemma 3.3. If the adversary moves, then A@ d 3. Acos& 
Proof. We first note that, between rounds, at least one adversary server matches one 
of our servers. Let r be the request point, let 0 be the potential before the move, and cDi 
the potential after the move if ai moves. We need only show that 3 . air - @i + @ 3 0 for 
i= 1, 2. 
To simplify the notation, we write x =a1 =sl, y =sZ, and z =aZ, referring to the 
positions before the move. By continuity of the potential, it suffices to consider only 
the case where x, y, z, r are distinct. 
We now write @ and pi in terms of x, y, z, r: 
@=2.yz.(2.xy+xz) 
xy+xz+yz ’ 
2 
@I =- 
xr+yr [ 
xr.yr+ 
yr.yz.(2.yr+zr)+xr.xz.(2*xr+zr) 
yr+zr+yz 1 xz+xr+zr ’ 
~ =2.yr.(2.xy+xr) 
2 
xy+xr+yr 
The lemma will follow immediately from Lemma 2.1 and Claims A and B below. 
First, we state the following rule that will be used several times in the calculations: Let 
a, B, y > 0. Then 
Claim A. Q1--@<3.xr. 
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We will now prove Claim A. Since xr + zr + xz > 2xz, we have 
xz.(4.xr+2.zr) xz.(3.xr+zr-xz) 1 3 1 
=xz+ 
xr+zr+xz xr+zr+xz 
<--.xz+-.xr+-.zr. 
2 2 2 
Next we prove the following inequalities: 
(1) 
xz.(4.xr+2.zr) y2.(4.xy+2.xz-4.yr) - 
xz+xr+zr xy+xz+yz 
-3.xr-yr<O, (2) 
4.yr+2.zr 4.xy+2.xz+4.xr 
yr+zr+yz- xy+xz+yz 
60. (3) 
Proofofinequality (2). Let L2 denote the left-hand side of (2). Then, by (1) we have 
L,< -i.xr+i.zr+i.xz-yr- yz+ 
yz.(3.xy+xz-yz-4.yr) 
xy+xz+yz 1 
= -;.(3.xr+2.yr+Z.yz-zr-xz)- 
yz.(3.xy+xz-yz-44yr) 
xy+xz+yz 
<- xy+~z+yz.(3-xr+2.yr+2.yz-zr-xz)- 
yz.(3.xy+xz-yz-4.yr) 
xy+xz+yz 
In the second step we used the fact that 3. xr + 2. yr + 2. yz - zr - xz > 0. 
Proofofinequality (3). Let L3 denote the left-hand side of inequality (3). We have 
two cases. 
Case I: xy+xz>yr+zr. Then 
L =2.yr-2.yz 2.xy-2.yz+4.xr 
3 yr+zr+yz - xy+xz+yz 
2.yz.(yr+zr-xy-xz) 2.yr 2.xy+4.xr 
=(xy+xz+yz)(yr+zr+yz)+yr+zr+yz-xy+xz+yz 
<o+ 
2.yr+xy+xz-yr-zr 2.xy+4.xr - 
yr+zr+yz+xy+xz-yr-zr xy+xz+yz 
=(yr-xy-xr)+(xz-zr-xr)-2~xr~0, 
xy+xz+yz 
Case2: xy+xz<yr+zr. Note that O<yr+zr-xy-xz<yr+zr+yzd4.yr+2.zr. 
Thus, using inequality (R) we derive that 
L <4.yr+2.zr-(yr+zr-xy-xz) 4.xy+2.xz+4.xr 
3’yr+zr+yz-(yr+zr-xy-xz)- xy+xz+yz 
= 
3.(yr-xy-xr)+(zr-xz-xr)G0 
xy+xz+yz 
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This completes the proof of inequalities (2) and (3). Now we are ready to prove Claim 
A. We have 
@,_@zxI 
[ 
2.yr+ 
xz,(4*xr+2.zr) yz.(4.xy+2.xz-4.yr) 
xr+yr xz+xr+zr xy+xz+ yz 1 
4.yr+2‘zr 4‘xy+2+xz+4.xr 
- 
xy+xz+yz 1 
by (2) and (3). This completes the proof of Claim A. 
Claim B. @2-@<3.zr. 
Now we will prove Claim B. Using rule (R) and the triangle inequality we derive the 
following inequalities: 
Q=yz.(4.xy+2-xz)2yz.(4.xy+2.xz+xr+zr-xz) 
xy+xz+ yz xy+xz+yz+xr+zr-xz 
yz.(4.xy+xz+xr+zr) 
xy+yz+xr+zr ’ 
2~ <(2.yr+zr+yz-yr)(4.xy+2.xr) 
2.. 
xy+xr+yr+zr+yz-yr 
Jyr+zr+yz)(4.xy+xr+xz+zr) 
T 
xy+xr+zr+yz 
Using inequalities (4), (5) and the triangle inequality we obtain 
2(~ _cp)=(4.xy+xz+xr+zr)(yr+zr+yz-2-yz) 
2 
xy+xr+zr+yz 
(4) 
(5) 
G(3.xy+3.xr+3.zr+yz)(2.zr)G6.zr. 
xy+xr+zr+yz 
This completes the proof of Claim B, and Lemma 3.3. 0 
Lemmas 2.1, 3.2 and 3.3 imply Theorem 1.1, completing the proof. 
That Theorem 1.1 is sharp follows from the work in [S]. For completeness we show 
the sketch of the lower-bound proof: Initially, the servers’ positions are s1 = a, =x and 
s2 = a, =y, with xy = 1. Now a, makes a number of calls on points that are not more 
than E away from x, until s2 moves. Then the adversary places a lazy call on a2 and 
repeats the process. By simple calculation, when E converges to zero, the ratio 
costfl /Cost,& converges to 3. 
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